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Introduction: Lava flow margins on the Moon are
scarce [1,2], and the best preserved examples are observed in Mare Imbrium [3,4]. This flow field was
erupted in three phases (I-III) from 3.0±0.4 to 2.5±0.3
Ga with flow lengths of 300 km, 600 km, and 1200 km
[4] (Fig. 1a). Lava flow margins, 10 to 63 m thick, are
observed in the younger Phase II and III lavas, while
the older Phase I lavas are primarily defined by a color
and albedo boundary with the surrounding mare [4-6]
(Fig. 1b). No flow lobes or margins related to the
Phase I flows have been identified in previous data
sets. Using Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera
(LROC) images we address the following questions: 1)
Are flow lobes/margins preserved in the Phase I lava
flows in Mare Imbrium? 2) If they are observed, what
are the thicknesses of the lobes/margins in the Phase I
lavas? 3) What can we infer about the emplacement
process based on the observed morphology of the flow
lobes (channeled, non-channeled, inflated)? 4) Can
emplacement parameters (e.g. underlying slope, eruption temperature) of the Phase I lavas be constrained
from lobe thicknesses?
We have identified potential flow lobes within several Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) pairs from LROC
[7] that cover the Phase I lavas (e.g. M102314335,
M102321461, M102299877). Here, we focus on three
well-defined flow lobes in NAC pair M102271324
(1.61 m/pixel, incidence angle: 80.5°) (Fig. 2).
Data: The NAC pair was processed, calibrated, and
map projected (orthographic) using ISIS 3. Topographic profiles across the lobes were derived from photoclinometry. Errors in height measurements derived from
the profiles can be attributed to the assumed DN value
that represents a flat surface in the image, variations in
the topography from impact craters along or at the base
of the lobes, non-lambertian behavior, and albedo variations. These are preliminary results using basic photoclinometric methods, therefore, we expect errors in
our thickness values, but maintain the shape of the profile is representative of the lobe morphology.
Discussion: Flow Path. The Phase I lavas are interpreted to have flowed around the eastern side of
crater Le Verreir [4] (Fig. 1a), but Clementine UVVIS
and color-ratio maps [8] show a narrow band of older
mare material across this inferred flow path [6] (Fig.
1b). The LROC NAC pair crosses this color boundary,
which is subtle, but noticeable within the images. The
lobes identified in the NAC pair are observed within
the lower albedo material of the Phase I lavas and do

not occur within the higher albedo stripe of the older
mare material, where the flows have been inferred to
flowed through. Therefore, we interpret that the Phase I
lavas flowed between craters Le Verrier and Helicon
and west of Helicon based on this observation. The
characteristics and coverage of the Phase I lavas will
need to be remapped with new available data sets.
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Figure 1. (a) Flow morphology map of the Mare Imbrium
lava flows [4]. (b) Clementine NIR map of the Phase I flows
from 30° to 50° N. Box shows coverage by LROC NAC pair
M102271324.

Lobe Morphology. The identified lobes (Fig. 2) are
found towards the interior of the flow, although there
are possible lobes adjacent to the inferred flow margin.
The perimeter of the lobes can be traced for ~2 to 6
km, but are not as extensive as margins observed in
Phase II and III lavas which can be traced for hundreds
of kilometers. Orientation of the lobes is consistent
with overall flow direction of the Phase I lavas and
they do not exhibit any apparent structural control. A
tectonic origin for the lobes cannot be ruled out. However, the tongue-like, lobate scarps and elongate platform morphologies resemble previously identified flow
margins on the Moon [1, 2]; therefore we infer a volcanic origin.
Lobe Thickness. Topographic profiles derived from
photoclinometry indicate these lobes are ~40 to 65
meters thick (Fig. 2). These measurements are consistent with flow thicknesses in the Phase II and III lavas
[4] and with other lunar flow margins [2]. The tops of
the lobes are relatively flat with changes in height of
meters to ~10 meters across the platforms. Smaller,
superposed impact craters can cause local variations in
topography across the flows; however the topographic
high along the east side of lobe ‘a’ (Fig. 2a) appears to
be related to a narrow ridge at the top of the scarp and
not a crater rim.
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Emplacement. The observed morphologies observed in the Phase I lavas support a non-channeled,
compound flow field, with inflated lobes [11]. The
identified lobes may represent inflated sections within
thinner (<40m), non-inflated surrounding flows, therefore, they are our best constraint on flow thickness for
the Phase I lavas, so far. Parameters for the emplacement of the Phase I lavas have been calculated in numerical models and were interpreted to be turbulent
flows fed by high effusion rates [4,9,10]. Our initial
thickness profiles agree with the calculated flow
heights (41.7 to 55.6 m) necessary to obtain a 1200 km
long flow on a slope of 0.001° with minimum initial
temperatures of 1250 to 1300 °C, whereas if we assume the flows were initially thinner, they agree with
calculated values (19.3 to 25.8 m) for a surface slope
of 0.01° [see 4, Table 3]. Continued morphologic analysis of flow lobes will provide more insight into the
complex history and emplacement parameters of the
Phase I lavas in Mare Imbrium.
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Figure 2: (a-c) Lobes located in the Phase I lavas of Mare
Imbrium (LROC NAC M102271324, 1.61 m/pixel) and corresponding topographic profiles. Lobe margins marked by
dashed line. Location of profile indicated by solid line.
North is up in each image.

